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CEDA’s Environment Commission:

• is a vital network for the exchange of
knowledge and experiences in environmental
aspects of dredging

• is a centre for communication and training
about environmental aspects of dredging

• is a platform for promotion of dredging as a
tool for sustainable development
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Members

• Joel L’Her FR

• Astrid Kramer NL

• Ida Broker DK

• Polite Laboyrie NL

• Anna Csiti CEDA

• Pieter de Boer NL

• Valery Penchev BU

• Jos Smits BE

• Rita Ramos PR

• Andy Birchenough UK

• Heinrich Roeper GR

• Helmuth Meyer GR

• Frederik Roose BE

• Michael Shilin RS

• Igor Liska ISPDR

• Erik van der Blom NL

• Katherine Harris UK

• Mark Bollen BE
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Aims of CEC

• To promote the education and instruction of its
members and others in those fields concerned
with dredging and dredging-related activities.

• To generate and disseminate quality information
on dredging and associated matters

• To develop or contribute to the development of
guidelines relating to good practice.

• To stimulate (and join) the initiation of and/or
support research relevant to dredging activities

• To be pro-active in providing expertise in relevant
policy making activities
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Activities

• Workshops/seminars/webinars

• Working Groups

• Participating in LC, OSPAR, Danube
Commission

• Give input to new European legislation

• Positioning and Informationpapers

• Session on the Environment on WODCON XX

• Guides



Workshops/seminars

• CEDA/EUDA/ESPO Workshop

• on Waste 29 april 2010, Brussels

• Lessons Learned with the Habitat Directive 7
november 2013, Rotterdam

• CEDA/EUDA session on European Climate
Change Adaptation Conference 2015 12th -
14th May 2015, Copenhagen

• In preparation “How to make legislation
simple”



Lessons Learned Habitats Dir.

• The intentions of environmental
legislation are good and that it is
leading to good results. However, a lot
can be improved;

• Focus more on ecosystem services
and ecological objectives rather than
setting tight inflexible objectives of
ideals;

• Apart from the Directives, we should
take responsibility our selves;

• Transfer of knowledge on ecosystems
and ecosystems could be better done
in a network-basis



Working Groups and Publications

Recent

• Techmical Guide on Underwater sound

• Climate change adaptation as it affects the
dredging community

• Environmental Control on Dredging Projects

• Dredged Material as a resource

• Moving sediments in a Natural system

• Ecosystem services and Dredging and Marine
Construction

Upcoming soon

• Adaptive Management of Dredging Projects

• Environmental Monitoring Procedures
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London Convention (World wide)
• Specific Guidelines for

handling of Dredged
Material

• Guidance for the
development of Action Lists
and Action Levels for
Dredged Material

• Low tech training set for
developing countries

• Loe Tech/Low Cost
Monitoring Guidelines
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OSPAR Convention (Regional)

• Sand and Gravel mining

• Underwater noise

• Spatial planning

• Handling of Dredged Material
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European Legislation

• Water Framework Directive

• Marine Strategy Framework Directive

• Waste Framework Directive
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Environmental Aspects of Dredging

• Environmental aspects of dredging

• Assessment of design effects

• Process effects

• Sampling and testing

• Dredged material management

• International and regional legislation

• Case studies



CEDA/IADC Sustainable Dredging

• Present book
considered out-dated
– Focus on

dredging/disposal
polluted sediments ->
nowadays: turbidity,
sound, greenhouse
gases, combined effects,
…

– Reactive attitude to
environment ->
nowadays: much more
opportunity-driven
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Partnering

• WEDA, EUDA: Sister Organisations

• Sednet: European Sediment network

• PIANC: International Navigation Association

• IADC: International Ass Dredging Contractors

• EUDA: European Dredging Association

• ESPO: European Ports Organisation



We pass on knowledge that thinks of
dredging as a tool for sustainable

development and we try to make your
job easier


